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To install the seals we recommend using rubber trim adhesive. This makes the installation much easier and 
�ts the seals tighter to the tail lights. 

First clean the rubber seals using rubbing alcohol or prep cleaner prior to applying the rubber trim adhesive. 
Alsp clean the surface of the tail lights were the seals mount to. Apply the adhesive onto the rubber seal 
where it �ts to the back of the tail light and then apply  adhesive to the corresponding area on the back of the
tail light seal. Make sure not to use only small amount of the adhesive and spread it across the surface carefully 
to achieve a thin layer of glue. Allow the adhesive to dry per the instructions on the tube of adhesive. 

We recommend installing the seals starting from the lower corner on the inner side that faces the hatch. 
Make sure to check the upper corner so that it �ts tight while pushing the seal downwards towards the 
lower corner. Once the inner section �ts snug continue installing the seal across the top of the tail light 
making sure that it is properly in the channel and push it into the channel to �t snug. Continue around 
the outer top corner of the tail light and then �t the seal over the channel on the outer side of the tail light 
making sure the male plastic pin goes into the mounting hole on the seals. 

When the seal is properly �tted to the tail light the 6 new metal push on clips can be �tted. Using a small 
socket helps to make installation easier by using it to push the clips onto the plastic pins. Use care not to 
break the pins. This is optional because by using adhesive the clips are not really necessary. 
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